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Created by the Past, Perfected for the PresentDiscover more extraordinary tricks for flawless
appliqué in this sequel to Artful Appliqué! Celebrated quilt artist Jane Townswick has designed
16 fanciful blocks, each inspired by a classic pattern from the 19th century. Reach new creative
heights with her fresh approach to hand appliqué.· Three spectacular album quilts showcase 16
blocks that blend today's colors and fabrics with the nostalgic style of antique designs· Find out
how to take a few quick measurements from a photo of an antique block and use them to draft
your own appliqué templates· Learn Jane's methods for "anchoring" your needle and thread,
making the tiniest appliqué stitches, and sewing the smoothest stems and vines· Bonus--
Achieve incredible accuracy in inner and outer points with a simple process that combines
regular and reverse appliquéThese innovative techniques will give you the freedom to stitch your
own exquisite appliquéd quilts!

"What an extraordinary story of love, courage and devotion. I will not soon forget the good
people of Spencer, Iowa and their wonderful library cat. Dewey is truly inspiration for the
soul."―Jack Canfield, co-creator of CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL"Through this plucky cat
we come to know and love the town of Spencer, Iowa and learn lessons about courage,
generosity and the power of relationships. Dewey is a hero. I wish there were more people like
him."―Toni Raiten-D'Antonio, author of THE VELVETEEN PRINCIPLES"Iowa has produced
great Hall of Famers, like baseball's Bob Feller. Iowa has now produced a true feline Hall of
Famer, a loveable library celebrity named Dewey, who put Spencer, Iowa, on the international
map. This book is a purring good read, whether you are a cat lover, or not."―Jim Fanning, former
Major League Baseball player and manager"The story of Dewey, author Vicki Myron, and
Spencer, Iowa, captures what makes small town life worth preserving--a sense of community.
Dewey rekindles my belief that one person (together with one cat) can change lives. Vicki gives
Spencer's famous library cat a 10th life by writing this engaging biography."―Christie Vilsack,
former First Lady of Iowa and President of The Vilsack Foundation"DEWEY...the memoir will be
a hit, comparable to Marley or Anna Quindlen's Good Dog. Stay."―Bob Wietrak, Barnes & Noble
(New York, NY)"DEWEY...is the story about how an attitude of love and devotion enriched the
town of Spencer, Iowa, in a time when they needed it most. Dewey was not only a fixture at the
Spencer Library for 18 years, he was also an international star of magazines, newspapers, and
foreign documentaries...His story unfolds with humor, poignancy, and warmth that carries the
reader to the very end."―Sharon, Beaverdale Books (Des Moines, IA)"DEWEY...Finally, a lead
title for cat people. If only all abandoned cats were as lucky as Dewey Readmore Books, or
should it be if only all libraries were as lucky as Spenser Public Library? After reading this truly
uplifting story, I want a Dewey Readmore Books for our bookstore! I'll have fun selling this



one."―Karin Wilson, Page & Palette (Fairhope, AL)"This Librarian thought DEWEY was the Cats
Meow! It will make you laugh and cry so much that you will want to Readmore Books! I adored
DEWEY. There are few books that are as memorable; DEWEY the small town library cat will be
one of those books that will be etched in my memory for a lifetime."―Jennifer Teitelbaum, San
Diego County Library (San Diego, CA)"Do not read DEWEY: The Small-Town Library Cat Who
Touched the World! Unless you want to saturate a couple of otherwise perfectly good
handkerchiefs, rid your thoughts of anything negative and at least for a little while, contemplate
what a lovely world we inhabit."―Jake Reiss, The Alabama Booksmith (Homewood,
AL)"DEWEY is charming, lovely, and moving. It's about life and death and small-town values
and, above all, love. Norton would have liked Dewey--the cat and the book-- immensely."―Peter
Gethers, author of THE CAT WHO WENT TO PARIS and THE CAT WHO'LL LIVE FOREVER"I
was enchanted with antics of DEWEY, but also moved by Vicki's personal story and the
wonderful presentation of my hometown...Whether you are a cat person, a book lover, or curious
about life in small-town America, this story has something for everyone."―Bonnie Mauer,
Anderson's Bookshops (Naperville, IL)"By the end, I was openly weeping. Fellow cat ladies and
ladies, put your pretensions aside and give this one a chance."―BookPageAbout the
AuthorVicki Myron was born on a farm fifteen miles from Spencer, Iowa. At the age of thirty-four,
after a failed marriage, single motherhood, and a stint on welfare, she graduated summa cum
laude from Mankato State University and has a masters degree from Emporia State University.
She worked at the Spencer Public Library for twenty-five years, the last twenty as director. She
lives in Spencer, Iowa. Bret Witter is a book editor and professional writer. Raised in north
Alabama, he currently lives in Louisville, Kentucky, with his wife, two children and his fourteen-
year-old cat Kiki. His other cat, Feasor, died four days after the completion of this book.
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Lynn M. Irvine, “Great book. I really like this book because the patterns have a new twist on
historical designs.  Have not used it yet, but I will definitely start it once I finish my current project.”

Juliet A. Scott, “happy to get a copy as now out of print .... an oldie but a goodie ,happy to get a
copy as now out of print I believe, saw the quilt made up in a shop and fell in love with it. the
book has good templates and clear instructions to reproduce this quilt, as well as a few
variations. my new project for 2017”

Elaine L. Armenta, “I liked this book so much that when i left it .... I liked this book so much that
when i left it in Florida at my friends house I immediately reordered it off amazon. It has beautiful
appliqué blocks in it.”

carol, “hand Applique. I love this book, i made 6, 12x12 blocks in Batiks on white backgrown
fabric, and put them together with dark green sashing, and bright corner stones, into a wall
hanging for out house in Florida, it is beautiful”

Beverly Adams, “Four Stars. A great appliqué resource.”

happiness, “good. it arrived in very good condion and good to use. it makes me happy. I was
easy to read and understand. so it was very useful.  I learn many tips for quilts.”

Aardvark Marketing, “Artful Album Quilts. I cannot wait to make this quilt. Just made for my hand
dyed fabrics this is a modern version of a very classic design.”

Tall Tree, “Love it. Great book and I love the designs. I will get a lot of use out of this book.
Thanks much!”

honeysucklemary, “Artful Album Quilts. This book is an absolute delight to read and to look at.
The pictures are clear and beautiful - they inspire the patchworker to try the methods shown.
Each pattern is clearly shown and are all available in the book, again with very clear instructions.
Easy to photocopy and reproduce. It inspired me to even try hand applique! Being a dedicated
machine patchworker this would be a new and exciting experience. I have already
recommended it to my patchworking colleagues. Well worth buying.”

Helene54, “De bonnes explications et plusieurs variantes pour réaliser ce projet.. J'ai reçu ce
livre en cadeau pour apprendre la tachnique de l'appliqué. J'ai réalisé ce projet en me référant
uniquement aux explications données et n'ai eu aucune difficulté à le faire. Les différentes
variantes offertes m'ont permis de créér un quilt correspondant à mes goûts. Ceci dit, j'aurais



aimé qu'on nous donne un aperçu des différentes techniques existantes en matière d'appliqué,
car le lecteur pourrait ainsi choisir celle qui lui convient le mieux...”

Michèle M., “Artful Album Quilts. Ce livre répond tout à fait à mon attente.Livraison toujours
aussi rapide.Je recommande ce livre à toutes les quilteuses passionnées de Baltimore ou
appliqué.”

Ebook Library    , “              .                                                  
                                   ”

The book by Francesco Marciuliano has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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